How Do You Princess? • The Courage & Kindness Club Presents:

ARIEL’S

CURiosity Starter

You will need:

- An Adult to Help You
- A Printer
- Kid Friendly Scissors
- Three Sheets of Paper

Let’s get started!

**STEP 1**
Print out a copy of the Ariel’s Curiosity Starter template.

**STEP 2**
Use your scissors to cut out the Curiosity Starter. Remember, all cutting should be done by an adult.

**STEP 3**
Fold the paper in half. Fold it in half again. One more time. Perfect!

**STEP 4**
Now open up your square and fold all four corners to the center. Tip: Use the folds you just made as a guide.

**STEP 5**
Flip the paper over and fold in all four corners again. Almost done!

**STEP 6**
Fold your Curiosity Starter in half. Hold on to the edges of your craft and push to the center. Great job! Now put a finger under each of the four squares.

**STEP 7**
Your Curiosity Starter is ready to go! Play with your parents help and get ready to try new things!

Be sure to join the Courage & Kindness Club in their next adventure as they continue to learn the courage & kindness it takes to be a princess.
Pick out a new book you’d like to read.

Learn a new nature fact.

Find a new song and learn the words to sing along.

Pick out a movie you’ve never seen and watch it together.

Pick out a new game you’d like to try.

Make a new craft!

Taste a food you’ve never tasted before.

Talk about a sport you’d like to try.
Learn a new word together.

Research an animal you’ve never heard of.

Try out a new exercise!

Pick out a movie you’ve never seen and watch it together.

Find a new song to dance to.

Make a new craft!

Taste a food you’ve never tasted before.

Pick out a new game you’d like to try!
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ASL ALPHABET SHEET

A  B  C  D  E  F

G  H  I  J  K  L

M  N  O  P  Q  R

S  T  U  V  W  X

Y  Z